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Take Four
He failed his family only once, long ago, but they never knew about it. Now pilot Connor Evans's life
and marriage are going great, until Connor finds himself face-to-face with his past in the form of a
seven-year-old boy.

Love Story
"When Joy Came to Stay" is the heart-wrenching story of one woman's escape from the shadows of clinical
depression. Maggie Stovall is trapped inside a person she spent years carefully crafting. Now the truth
about who she is and what she has done is bursting to the surface and sending Maggie into a spiral of
despair.

Oceans apart
John Baxter attempts to fulfill his wife's dying wish to find their firstborn son, actor Dayne Matthews
embarks on a personal search for truth, and theater director Katy Hart makes a decision that may
completely transform her life.

Even Now; Ever After
After finding his firstborn son, John Baxter looks for a way to tell his other children, while a
Hollywood trial reunites Dayne Matthews and Katy Hart, but just when love has the chance to win, doubts
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and scandals push them further apart.

A Thousand Tomorrows
When Dayne and Katy Matthews take on separate movie projects, tabloid rumors talk of trouble and
unfaithfulness between the two; meanwhile, the Flanigans recognize the deep loss of the Christian Kids
Theater program, and lead a final effort to keep the theater from being torn down.

Remember
Holden Harris is an autistic eighteen-year-old who is bullied at school. Ella Reynolds is the head
cheerleader who befriends Holden but has problems of her own at home.

On Every Side
After suffering a career-ending injury, Tyler Ames finds a maintenance job at a retirement home where he
meets Virginia Hutcheson, a patient with Alzheimer's who seems to have the answers he is seeking.

Oceans Apart, [and], Between Sundays
The hope-filled sequel to the bestselling One Tuesday Morning. In this new novel by Karen Kingsbury,
three years have passed since the terrorist attacks on New York City. Jamie Bryan, widow of a
firefighter who lost his life on that terrible day, has found meaning in her season of loss by
volunteering at St. Paul’s, the memorial chapel across the street from where the Twin Towers once stood.
Here she meets a daily stream of people touched by the tragedy, including two men with whom she feels a
connection. One is a firefighter also changed by the attacks, the other a police officer from Los
Angeles. But as Jamie gets to know the police officer, she is stunned to find out that he is the brother
of Eric Michaels, the man with the uncanny resemblance to Jamie’s husband, the man who lived with her
for three months after September 11. Eric is the man she has vowed never to see again. Certain she could
not share even a friendship with his brother, Jamie shuts out the police officer and delves deeper into
her work at St. Paul’s. Now it will take the persistence of a tenacious man, the questions from her
curious young daughter, and the words from her dead husband’s journal to move Jamie beyond one Tuesday
morning. “Jamie Bryan took her position at the far end of the Staten Island Ferry, pressed her body
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against the railing, eyes on the place where the Twin Towers once stood. She could face it now, every
day if she had to. The terrorist attacks had happened, the World Trade Center had collapsed, and the
only man she’d ever loved had gone down with them. Late fall was warmer than usual, and the breeze
across the water washed over Jamie’s face. If she could do this, if she could make this journey three
times a week while Sierra was in school, then she could convince herself to get through another long,
dark night. She could face the empty place in the bed beside her, face the longing for the man who had
been her best friend, the one she’d fallen for when she was only a girl.”

Let Me Hold You Longer
The instant New York Times bestseller featuring everyone’s favorite family—the Baxters—in a deeply
emotional novel “faithful fans will no doubt relish” (Publishers Weekly). When John Baxter is asked to
relive his long-ago love story with his wife Elizabeth for his grandson Cole’s heritage school project,
he’s not sure he can do it. The sadness might simply be too great—after a storybook romance that lasted
almost thirty years, beginning when the two were in college, Elizabeth tragically died of cancer. But
John can’t say no to his grandson and in the process of telling his love story, he finally allows his
heart and soul to go places they haven’t gone in decades. Back to the breathless first moments, but also
to the secret heartbreak that brought John and Elizabeth together… Cole’s report on his grandparents
touches the hearts of the entire family—and causes Cole to better understand his own beginning. Whether
you’re meeting the Baxter family for the first time or finding them all over again, Love Story will stir
your heart and remind you of the generational impact of love and the eternal bond of family.

Like Dandelion Dust
As the Baxters make plans to come together for a summer lakeside reunion, the unthinkable happens,
forcing the family to rally together during the grief-stricken hours of waiting, praying, and hope for
God's promise of forever.

Someday
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Kingsbury comes the second novel in a brand-new series
about divine intervention and the trials and triumphs of life—the dramatic story of a woman desperate to
find deeper meaning in her life. Growing up in a comfortable home, Mary Catherine wanted for nothing.
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Though she loves her wealthy parents, their lifestyle never appealed to her. Instead, Mary Catherine
pursues meaning through charity work, giving away a part of herself but never giving away her heart.
Mary Catherine lives in Los Angeles with her roommate, Sami, and volunteers at a local youth center with
coach Tyler Ames and LA Dodger Marcus Dillinger. Despite Mary Catherine’s intention to stay single, she
finds herself drawing close to Marcus, and their budding romance offers an exciting life she never
dreamed of. That is, until she receives devastating news from her doctor. News that alters her future
and forces her to make a rash decision. Inspirational and moving, Chasing Sunsets is the story of one
woman’s deep longings of the soul, and the sacrifices she’s willing to make in search of healing.

The Timeless Love Collection
Having raised enough money to independently produce a feature film with a hopeful message to the world,
filmmakers Chase Ryan and Keith Ellison leave the mission fields of Indonesia for the mission field of
Hollywood, but with millions of dollars of investors' money on the line, Chase and Keith struggle to
keep the film from falling apart. Simultaneous.

Best Family Ever
Compilation of two bestselling novels by Karen Kingsbury.

Multiply
Annie Warren always wanted the best for her son, Josh. But years of failure and bad choices created a
heartbreaking distance that has grown far worse since the day Josh was hit by a drunk driver. Now on
medical disability, Josh has put his life on hold for years, waiting for the insurance company to send a
settlement that never seems to come. Worse, he believes the story of a scheming woman who claims they
have a seven-year-old daughter named Savannah. Despite the unlikelihood and complete lack of evidence,
Josh dreams of being a father and is determined to one day claim the child. His family doesn't know the
full story. They don't know what happened the night of the accident that was worth the chronic pain Josh
suffers every waking minute, or that he is turning his life around. They haven't seen that Savannah's
eyes are his, and they don't know how desperately the little girl needs her family. When the settlement
that rightly belongs to Josh is threatened, Annie sets out to defend her son. But she might find a
treasure more valuable than money, one she never expected, one that is the greatest gift her son could
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ever give her--THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN.

War Room
A wall went up around Alex Brady’s heart when his father, a New York firefighter, died in the Twin
Towers. Turning his back on the only woman he ever loved, Alex shut out all the people who cared about
him to concentrate on fighting crime. He and his trusty K9 partner, Bo, are determined to eliminate evil
in the world and prevent tragedies like 9-11. Then the worst fire season in California’s history erupts,
and Alex faces the ultimate challenge to protect the community he serves. An environmental terrorist
group is targeting the plush Oak Canyon Estates. At the risk of losing his job, and his soul, Alex is
determined to infiltrate the group and put an end to their corruption. Only the friendship of Clay and
Jamie Michaels—and the love of a dedicated young woman—can help Alex drop the walls around his heart and
move forward into the future God has for him.

Angel's Peak
From #1 NYT bestseller Karen Kingsbury comes a story of faith and a forever kind of love that will stay
with you long after the last page. The Baxters make plans to come together for a summer lakeside
reunion, a celebration like they haven’t had in years. But before the big day, the unthinkable happens.
As the Baxter family rallies together, memories come to light in the grief-stricken hours of waiting and
praying, memories that bring healing and hope during a time when otherwise darkness might have the final
word. In a season that changes all of them, the brilliance of family love overshadows even the valley of
heartache as the Baxters draw closer to God and each other. Along the way, secrets are revealed and the
truth about the family’s history is finally made known. Ultimately, in this portrait of family love, the
Baxters cling to each other and to God’s promise of forever.

Family
Brad Cutler seems to have the perfect life and is about to marry his dream girl, but memories of an old
high school girlfriend disrupt his plans.

Angels Walking
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Two Karen Kingsbury novels in one volume.

One Tuesday Morning
I’m a firefighter, God, so I know I’ve been in some tough places before. But this . . . this not knowing
the people I love . . . this is the hardest thing I can imagine. The last thing Jake Bryan knew was the
roar of the World Trade Center collapsing on top of him and his fellow firefighters. The man in the
hospital bed remembers nothing. Not rushing with his teammates up the stairway of the south tower to
help trapped victims. Not being blasted from the building. And not the woman sitting by his bedside who
says she is his wife. Jamie Bryan will do anything to help her beloved husband regain his memory, and
with it their storybook family life with their small daughter, Sierra. But that means helping Jake
rediscover the one thing Jamie has never shared with him: his deep faith in God. Jake’s fondest prayer
for his wife is about to have an impact beyond anything he could possibly have conceived. One Tuesday
Morning is a love story like none you have ever read: tender, poignant, commemorating the tragedy and
heroism of September 11 and portraying the far-reaching power of God’s faithfulness and a good man’s
love.

This Side of Heaven
Twenty-year-old Emily meets Justin, a young Army reservist, and their deep love built on the foundation
of faith blossoms into plans for marriage, while Emily's parents must learn to set aside their opposing
views on the war in Iraq.

Unlocked
At thirty-one, Ellen Barrett has already won a Pulitzer prize. Sadly, though, her skill as a journalist
far surpasses her ability to sort out her troubled past, so she's less than eager to return to
picturesque Petoskey, Michigan, for her beloved father's funeral. When she most needs comfort, her
husband is distant and her siblings antagonistic -- and the solace an old sweetheart offers is almost
too much to resist. In the end, going home to the shores of Little Traverse Bay is an emotional and
spiritual journey for Ellen -- a rediscovery of what is truly important and eternal in her life.

Shades of Blue
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Mary Madison, who was raised in an abusive home, enters a life of prostitution, but after she is drawn
into a political scheme that involves shocking evidence for the resurrection of Christ, Mary finally
finds the liberation she has been longing for.

The Chance
Ashley Baxter keeps her family and God at a distance trying to prove she can survive on her own, until
the tragedy of September 11 changes her life forever.

Ever After
A heartwarming story about childhood friends, broken lives, and a long ago promise that just might offer
the hope of love for today. Years ago, the day before Ellie moved from Georgia to California, she and
her best friend Nolan sat beneath the Spanish moss of an ancient oak tree where they wrote letters to
each other, and sealed them in a rusty old metal box. The plan was to return eleven years later and read
them. But now, as that date arrives, much has changed. Ellie, bereft of the faith she grew up with, is a
single mom living in a tired apartment trying to make ends meet. Sometimes she watches television to
catch a glimpse of her old friend -Nolan, now an NBA star, whose terrible personal tragedies fueled his
faith and athletic drive in equal measure. But Nolan also suffers from a transcendent loneliness that
nothing has ever eased. In their separate lives, as Ellie and Nolan move toward the possibility of a
reunion at the oak tree, Kingsbury weaves a tale of heart-wrenching loss, the power of faith, and the
wounds that only love can heal.

A Time to Dance
When he returns home to Virgin River to reconnect with Franci, his former Air Force sweetheart, Sean
Riordan is stunned to discover that he has a daughter and tries to convince Franci that their love
deserves a second chance.

Divine
Juggling motherhood and her job as a real-estate agent, Elizabeth Jordan wishes her husband could help
more around the house. But Tony’s rising career as a pharmaceutical salesman demands more and more of
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his time. With a nice home in the suburbs and a lovely young daughter, they appear to have it all—yet
they can’t seem to spend time together without fighting. Hoping for a new listing, Elizabeth visits the
home of Clara Williams, an elderly widow, and is both amused and uncomfortable when Clara starts asking
pointed questions about her marriage and faith. But it’s Clara’s secret prayer room, with its walls
covered in requests and answers, that has Elizabeth most intrigued . . . even if she’s not ready to take
Clara’s suggestion that she create a prayer room of her own. As tensions at home escalate, though,
Elizabeth begins to realize that her family is worth fighting for, and she can’t win this battle on her
own. Stepping out in blind faith, putting her prayers for her family and their future in God’s hands,
might be her only chance at regaining the life she was meant for.

Every Now and Then
Ryan Kelly spends plenty of time at The Bridge--the oldest bookstore in historic downtown Franklin,
Tennessee--remembering the times he and Molly Allen--who moved to Portland--once spent there, and now,
with the bookstore in deep financial trouble, it will take a miracle to keep tragedy from unfolding.
Reprint.

Coming Home
Much-loved storyteller Karen Kingsbury’s Baxter Family books have captured the hearts of millions who
have come to think of the Baxter family as their own. Now Karen Kingsbury and her son Tyler Russell tell
the childhood stories of the beloved Baxter children—Brooke, Kari, Ashley, Erin, and Luke—to inspire and
entertain younger readers. Brooke is the perfect older sister. For that reason, Kari and Ashley work
hard to make their parents just as proud of them as they are of Brooke. Each girl has her own talents.
Brooke is an excellent student. Kari is a great soccer player. Ashley, a talented artist. And they are
always there for each other. But when the news comes that Dr. Baxter is moving the family from Ann Arbor
to Bloomington, Indiana, and the Baxters need to leave the only home and friends they’ve ever known, no
one is happy. Saying goodbye is hard but the family still has what’s most important—their faith and
their love for each other. The first book in the Baxter Family Children series, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Karen Kingsbury and Tyler Russell tell the story of what it was like to grow up in
the Baxter family, the best family ever.

When Joy Came to Stay
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After suffering the loss of his mother and separation from his sister and the girl he loved, Jordan
Riley fills the holes in his soul with anger. But Faith Evans begins to disassemble the walls around
Jordan ’s heart, and he realizes there’s something very familiar about her… Everything Is on the Line
for Faith Evans, an up-and-coming newscaster. A woman of honor and integrity, who finds herself making a
stand against the one man she never imagined would be her enemy for Jordan Riley, a powerful attorney
dedicated to fighting for human rights and against God. A man still reckoning with the boyhood loss of
the three women who once meant everything to him for Bethany, Pennsylvania, a small town no one ever
dreamed would become the center of national attention. But it has. All because of a beloved, hundredyear-old statue of Jesus Christ that stands in Bethany’s park. A statue that some say is a clear
violation of separation of church and state. A statue that has to come down. A statue that suddenly
becomes the focus of a bitter conflict—one rife with political intrigue, social injustice, and personal
conflicts. Before it’s over, everything that Jordan and Faith and the town of Bethany stand for will be
challenged. Will love be enough when the battle rages on every side? Story Behind the Book “Each of my
novels is a piece of my heart. Where Yesterday Lives was my first-ever novel, and as such it is somewhat
autobiographical. The childhood story of Ellen Barrett, her love for her parents and siblings, is my
story—though her current story and struggles are fictional. On Every Side sheds light on the struggle
for religious freedom in today’s climate; something I am passionate about. Finally, When Joy Came to
Stay is the story of one woman’s battle against depression and the secrets of her past.” —Karen
Kingsbury

A Kingsbury Collection
Filmmakers Keith and Dayne finally ink a deal with a top young actor, but when the actor takes a public
fall that threatens his reputation, the producers must act as missionaries to save the film, their
families, and the young star.

Beyond Tuesday Morning
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Science raises questions only love can answer in this moving and
thought-provoking novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of “heart-tugging and emotional”
(Romantic Times Book Reviews) life-changing fiction. One frozen embryo. Two families with life-long
secrets. And a guy who never planned to fall in love again. Maddie Baxter West is shaken to the core
when she finds out everything she believed about her life was a lie. Her parents had always planned to
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tell her the truth about her past: that she was adopted as an embryo. But somehow the right moment never
happened. Then a total stranger confronts Maddie with the truth and tells her something else that rocks
her world—Maddie had a sister she never knew about. Betrayed, angry, and confused, Maddie leaves her new
job and fiancé, rejects her family’s requests for forgiveness, and moves to Portland to find out who she
really is. Dawson Gage’s life was destroyed when London Quinn, his best friend and the only girl he ever
loved, is killed. In the hospital waiting room, London’s mother reveals that London might have had a
sibling. The frozen embryo she and her husband donated decades ago. When Dawson finds Maddie and brings
her to Portland, the Quinns—her biological parents—welcome her into their lives and hearts. Maddie is
comforted by the Quinns’ love and intrigued by their memories of London, who was so much like her. Is
this the family and the life she was really meant to have? Now it will take the love of Dawson Gage to
help Maddie know who she isand to help her find her way home.

Between Sundays
Karen Kingsbury’s celebrated series about the resiliency of love, the power of commitment, and the
faithfulness of God. A Time to Dance John and Abby are ready to call it quits. But is it ever too late
to love? They’re the perfect couple—envied by their friends, cherished by their children. But John and
Abby Reynolds know they’re just pretending. In fact, they’re waiting for the right time to tell the kids
they’re going to divorce. But at the family meeting where they plan to tell them, Nicole shares a
surprise of her own: she’s getting married. How can they spoil her joy? They'll pretend a little
longer—until after the wedding. But questions begin to haunt them as the date draws nearer. Are their
love and commitment still there under all the pain and misunderstanding? And is it still possible, alone
in the moonlight, to once more find a time to dance? A Time to Embrace Their whole life together has
been a series of miracles. Can they really hope for more? After overcoming a crisis in their marriage,
Abby and John are experiencing a season of joy and restoration. For the first time in years they’re
making time to enjoy life and embrace each other. But then a car accident causes them to suddenly face a
future they never imagined. Fumbling for forgiveness and hoping for a miracle, they must remember what
is important and cling to that above all else.

Coming Home
John and Abby Reynolds were the perfect couple, sharing a love born of childhood friendship and deep
family ties. They are envied by their friends, cherished by their children, admired by their peers. But
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John and Abby are about to lose it all. On the verge of having an affair, John is no more the man Abby
married than she is the long-ago girl of his dreams. They are strangers whose days of dancing seem gone
forever. They gather their three children to announce their plans, but before they can speak, their
daughter makes an announcement of her own: she's getting married in the summer. Abby and John determine
not to ruin their daughter's season of happiness, but as the wedding nears they are haunted by
questions. Is the decision they've made irreversible? Are there times when marriage--even the marriage
between two people of faith--is truly beyond repair? And is it possible, alone in the moonlight on an
old wooden pier, to once more find a time to dance?

The Bridge
Jesus gave his followers a command: “Follow me.” And a promise: “And I will equip you to find others to
follow me.” We were made to make disciples. Designed for use in discipleship relationships and other
focused settings, Multiply will equip you to carry out Jesus’s ministry. Each of the twenty-four
sessions in the book corresponds with an online video at www.multiplymovement.com, where New York Times
bestselling author David Platt joins Francis in guiding you through each part of Multiply. One plus one
plus one. Every copy of Multiply is designed to do what Jesus did: make disciples who make disciples who
make disciples…. Until the world knows the truth of Jesus Christ.

Chasing Sunsets
Three Page-Turning Novels in One Volume Where Yesterday Lives At thirty-one, Ellen Barrett has already
won a Pulitzer prize. Sadly, though, her skill as a journalist far surpasses her ability to sort out her
troubled past. When she returns to picturesque Petoskey, Michigan, for her beloved father' s funeral,
it' s an emotional and spiritual journey for Ellen-- a rediscovery of what is truly important and
eternal. When Joy Came to Stay Maggie Stovall is trapped inside a person she' s spent years carefully
crafting. Now the truth about who she is-- and what she' s done-- is bursting to the surface and sending
Maggie into a spiral of despair. Will she walk away from everything, or can Maggie allow God to take her
to a place of ultimate honesty-- before it' s too late? On Every Side After suffering the loss of his
mother and separation from his sister and the girl he loved, Jordan Riley fills the holes in his soul
with anger. But Faith begins to disassemble the walls around Jordan ' s heart, and he realizes there' s
something very familiar about her Where Yesterday Lives Ellen Barrett is a Pulitzer prize-winning
journalist with an uncertain marriage, a forgotten faith, and haunting memories of her picturesque
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hometown and the love she left behind. The eldest of five siblings, she longs for the time, long ago,
when they were a happy family. Now Ellen' s beloved father is dead, and she returns to her childhood
home to make peace-- with the people who still live there, with the losses and changes that time has
wrought, and with the future God has set before her. When Joy Came to Stay Maggie Stovall is one of the
golden people. She has it all togetherat least on the surface. Ben Stovall is a godly husband and
successful attorney. He has no idea of the darkness about to overtake his life. Amanda Joy is a child of
society-- abused, broken, thrown away. But her trust in God is still alive. When Joy Came to Stay is the
heart-wrenching story of one woman' s descent into the shadows of depression, her husband' s search for
understanding, and a precious child' s unwavering faith. On Every Side Faith Evans is an up-and-coming
newscaster, a woman of honor and integrity who must take a stand against the one man she never imagined
would be her enemy. A beloved, hundred-year-old statue of Jesus stands in a small-town park-- but some
say it' s a clear violation of separation of church and state that must come down. Jordan Riley is a
powerful attorney fighting for human rights and against God, but still reckoning with bitter boyhood
losses. Amid political intrigue, social injustice, and personal conflicts, will love be enough when the
battle rages on every side? {FRONT FLAP} What Readers Are Saying About KAREN KINGSBURY Fiction All-- and
I do mean all-- of Karen Kingsbury' s books have touched my spiritual life in a deep way. I have
recommended her books to men and women alike -- Debbie, Marana, AZ Karen Kingsbury' s Christian fiction
is the standard by which I judge all Christian fiction. -- Robin, Fairfax, VA Karen Kingsbury is our
book club' s favorite author. We often discuss how eachof her novels not only entertain us, but inspire
us to live out our faith in a real, everyday, every moment way. -- Lynda, Covington, WA Karen' s books
never cease to amaze me. After reading one, I not only feel connected to the characters and the events,
I feel I' ve walked in the presence of Christ and He' s spoken mightily to me. I always cry when I
finish one tears of good-bye to the friends I' ve come to love and tears of thankfulness to my heavenly
Father. I can' t wait to read the next one -- Linda, Batavia, IL Story Behind the Book Each of my novels
is a piece of my heart. Where Yesterday Lives was my first-ever novel, and as such it is somewhat
autobiographical. The childhood story of Ellen Barrett, her love for her parents and siblings, is my
story-- though her current story and struggles are fictional. On Every Side sheds light on the struggl

Take One
Rhyming text encourages parents to savor not only their children's "firsts"--like first steps and first
words--but the "lasts" as well.
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Where Yesterday Lives
Bestselling author Karen Kingsbury weaves a powerful story of a young couple whose love must face the
ultimate challenge.

Oceans Apart
Found
Aaron Hill has it all—athletic good looks and the many privileges of a star quarterback. His Sundays are
spent playing NFL football in front of a televised audience of millions. But Aaron’s about to receive an
unexpected handoff, one that will give him a whole new view of his self-centered life.Derrick Anderson
is a family man who volunteers his time with foster kids while sustaining a long career as a pro
football player. But now he’s looking for a miracle. He must act as team mentor while still striving for
the one thing that matters most this season—keeping a promise he made years ago.Megan Gunn works two
jobs and spends her spare time helping at the youth center. Much of what she does, she does for the one
boy for whom she is everything—a foster child whose dying mother left him in Megan’s care. Now she wants
to adopt him, but one obstacle stands in the way. Her foster son, Cory, is convinced that 49ers
quarterback Aaron Hill is his father.Two men and the game they love. A woman with a heart for the lonely
and lost, and a boy who believes the impossible. Thrown together in a season of self-discovery, they’re
about to learn lessons in character and grace, love and sacrifice.Because in the end life isn’t defined
by what takes place on the first day of the week, but how we live it between Sundays.

Someone Like You
Karen Kingsbury delivers a powerful new novel about two parents' love for their child and the surprising
lengths they will go to keep their family together when a judge rules that their adopted son must be
returned to his biological father.
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